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ABSTRACT 
 

In Software Defined Networking a Denial-of- Service (DoS) or Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack is an 

attempt to make a machine or network resources unreachable for its particular users.so, the require for security of 

such network controller against attacks from within or outside a network is very more important. Although network 

devices in OpenFlow can also be targeted by attackers and so required a Defense mechanism to avoid problems in 

smooth packet forwarding attack. SDN Give the Functionality to Overcome DDoS Attack use Control plan and data 

plan. Also, they manage the network use SDN controller to monitor network. SDN network flexibility provides they 

interface OpenFlow and switches network by Mininet. That all are merge to single centralized control point.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Software Define Network (SDN) Provide a new and latest Advance way to manage networks. In SDN, has three 

Layers Application layer, Control Plan and Data Plan. In SDN, Switches does not process Incoming Packets they 

simply look for a match in forwarding tables. If their tables pattern does not match packet pattern are sent to the 

SDN controller for processing, The SDN controller is the operating -system. It SDN controller is the decide packet 

the drop or forward to switches. SDN has different forwarding and processing planes. In connection between 

switches and they controller. In another side SDN controller to be unreachable again DDoS attack. DDoS atta ck is 

different type like SYN-flooding, TCP-flooding, peer-to-peer attacks, application–level –floods, HTTP post-DDoS 

attack, SDN  has manage network by main-centralize control, so that is also required security of controller again 

network attack. SDN also use virtual switch network so in that control to mitigate DDoS attack and continue 

network service availability for legitimate user. 

 

Defeat DDoS attacks in classical computing environments; DDoS attacks are becoming more prevalent in cloud 

computing environments. Moreover, An Author has started to see new forms of attack based on the new 

characteristics of cloud computing, such as the emergence of new economic denial of sustainability (EDoS) attacks.  

A relationship between SDN and DDoS attacks has not been an  Author addressed in some area. Essentially, it is the 

unique dynamics associated with SDN and DDoS attacks that present unique challenges beyond the existing works. 

An Author believe that the initial steps An Author have taken here help understand how to make full use of SDN’s 

advantages to defeat DDoS attacks in cloud computing environments and how to prevent SDN itself from becoming 

a victim of DDoS attacks. The power of SDN has been more flexible so it, spreads in different areas, from 

enterprises and industry to carriers and service provider framework, from small local area network to public cloud a. 

In most cases, the SDN shows its strong success in providing reliability, efficiency, simplicity, flexibility with lower 

cost. 
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 2. STATE-OF-THE-ART. 
In latest trend networks is Software Defined Networking. The demand for more scalable and flexible networks 

especially in data canters has awakened the SDN Main characteristic of SDN is the abstraction of the network into a 

control plane and data plan A Feasible Method against DDoS Attack in SDN Network that is affected controller of 

switch channel of flooding limited size of the packet. That is security provision of use entry of overflow attack again 

malicious source address is rejected by table entries [1].  
 
A framework of Software Defines Networking for security service based on. That attack has the problem on 

Dynamic device network configuration limitation that is overcome by use centralize SDN firewall systems, packet -

base access for ACL (access control list) [2].  
 
A Software Define Networking major issue on the Botnet-Based attack that affected on a large number of a botnet to 

send traffic on the webserver. That is protected, and defence uses standard OpenFlow interface. It has worked on 

DBA base DDoS blocking method for standard POX controller [3].  
 
DDoS attack is today major problem for cloud service provider and network industry on tradition network routed 

has replaced by Software Define Network (SDN) but they also vulnerable on the particular lay er. It has an attack on 

main control plan and data plan it solution method has Fort NOX security policy at the kernel level, and that is 

traffic has a secure connection between control plan and data plan [4].  
 
Future of DDoS Attacks Mitigation in Software Defined Networks In SDN has created centralizes flow control table 

but that’s some limitation in data plan device, but It new technology comes in SDN is Radware defense flow in 

logical switch networking.it host or network level attack, it traffic monitoring for defense again DDoS Attack  [5]. 

Table 1:- State of the art in Security against DDoS attack in SDN 
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Security 
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Performance 
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Security 
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Another method is Selective Packet Inspection to Detect Denial of Service (DoS) flooding in POX controller it 

traffic graph value on the threshold base if threshold value is Exide it Alert IDS sensor to communicate is initiated 

between the monitor and correlate [6]. 

 
 

3. EXISTING WORK. 

 
SDN come into the pictures through previous technology like network control point and active network and RCP 

(Routing control point). Software Defined Networking is evolving technology that decouples the intelligence of 

network (i.e. Control from forwarding network device like switches, routers, hubs, etc.) SDN network contains three 

layer application layer, control layer, data layer or infrastructure layer. In which application layer contains the 

business application like OpenStack cloud orchestration and SDN application controller which can maint ain the 

programmable interface. The minimum functionality of the SDN controller is to execute the requests of the 

application given to it while isolating each application from all others. The infrastructure plan contain resources that 

deal directly with customer traffic come toward networks so the necessary suppo rting resources to make complete 

proper virtualization connectivity, security, availability and quality. In cloud computing now a day the bandwidth, 

storage and virtualization technology increase dynamic allocation capability without investigating infrastructure. 

The IETF is investigating models of SDN for technical and feasible aspect. At IETF 86 in Rolando, Florida, an 

SDNRG (IRTF SDN Research Group) session included several presentations devoted to different candidate 

solutions. OPENFLOW is communication protocol between networks forwarding plan and network switch or router 

over the network. ONF (Open Networking Foundation) proposed the OpenFlow standard. OpenFlow allows remote 

administration of layer three programmable switches for packet forwarding tables, by adding, modifying and 

removing packet matching rules, policy and actions. OpenFlow mitigates the MITM attack, single point of failure 

due to DDOS attack and programming and communication channel issues. 

Various SDN controllers use in software Define networking. 

.  

SDN platform is emerging technology that easily manageable and programmable network establishes in the cloud or 

another highly available network solutions. SDN controllers manage the resiliency and QoS of service in the cloud 

using high bandwidth network. 
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4. CHALLENGES OF SDN NETWORK  AGAINST DDOS.  
SDN itself target of DDOS attacks. Because SDN is vertically split into three main functional layers are 

infrastructure layer, control layer, and application layer — potential malicious DDoS attacks targeted on these three 

layers of SDN’s framework. Based on the possible targets, An Author can classify the DDoS attacks on SDN into 

three categories: the application layer DDoS attacks, control layer DDOS attacks, and infrastructure layer DDoS 

attacks. 

The network topology, forwarding protocols, and security policies are all designed looking at the sum of all 

requirements preventing the optimal usage and proper management of the network. Cloud specify bandwidth 

requirement for an application hosted in cloud, ensuring similar performance to on-premise deployment. Enterprises 

deploy a wide variety of security appliance in their data centers to protect their an application from attacks. SDN 

employed alongside other application that performs load balancing, caching and application acceleration. The 

network topology of the cloud data centers is usually tuned to match a pre-defined traffic requirement. 

 

MITM, IP Spoofing and port forwarding are major challenges in cloud networking. In PaaS, there are major 

challenges application level security and user control over the platform where the user build the application access 

control and REST full architecture also securely implemented in the cloud computing. In IaaS there is DDOS 

detection and central SDN controller is major issues. Major challenges are resiliency, network failure and routing 

and traffic management lower level tasks abstraction are controlled manually is not possible in cloud computing.  

  

 

 
 

Fig.1. SDN architecture overview 

 5. PROPOSED WORK 
In Our research, we will main focus on Security as well as new and upcoming challenges in DDOS attack 

prevention and defense in SDN architecture. Here we create Stat of the art in SDN network traffic monitoring and 

analyses of traffic Security. This result analysis will provide more focus and better understand of SDN Related 

Security Issues [1]. 

Then, analyse different type of attack on SDN layer, and defense and traffic monitoring scenario in today’s network 

configuration as well as they possibility of their deployment in SDN framework. Monitoring is mostly done at the 

host or network level in DDOS attacked there are many vulnerability of SDN architecture and other different DDOS 

attack as well as they attack mechanism them proposed for current networks schemes [2]. We observed different 

DDOS Defense Mechanism due to flow-base nature of SDN, so it is possible to make protect SDN control plan and 

data planes. However, Defence and detection mechanisms build in SDN controller without proper network traffic 

control and it is overload the network communication among the control plan and data plane [4]. Also one other 

method is flow base mechanism. SDN framework main goal mitigate the attack. DDOS attack is consider for target 

for group of computing power. That type of attack infrastructure affected. They also one more parameter is load 

balancing of attack of network traffic they possibility to configure as many type ACL policy rules as minimize the 

malicious traffic. Also country of origin, or ISP of the attack source is filtering by black list and white list in SDN 

firewall for centralize control to reconfigure environment. That is provided by Radware Defence Flow .but it   is not 

―perfect‖ solution or mitigate the DDOS attack. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS. 

SDN deployment model is more secure compare to classical networking routed network, but other hand SDN work 

on single point of controller so they have no provided trust of boundary, and no strictest security However, some 

SDN characteristics and some limit of SDN potential. IN this survey, the proof for both sides of SDN security 

presented; SDN framework security is more important because architecture security issues. 
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SDN work with multiple application ,but some application potential damage from malicious or compromised .this 

issues is solve on application development side increasing security. That has required standardization and research 

group. 
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